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FROLICS IS HERE?
SWS artists, performers, and funny people,
this is the moment! Stuck on what to do?
On the fence about whether to perform or
not? Reach out to your friends in the
community! This is a perfect opportunity to
step out of your comfort zone and make
some beautiful memories. If you want to
perform, reach out to Milly or Tali! Let’s
make this an awesome night! We have to
reschedule our March 24th date because of
an NHS event. Stay tuned for our new date!

COMMONS
Guys! The Commons is one of the beautiful
privileges we get to have as SWS students!
(We just got a new fridge too!) We need to
individually take responsibility for the
cleanliness and well-being of the space,
while also being mindful that the space is
used by many. Don't be gross: clean up
after yourself, throw trash in the trash,
wipe down your seat after you eat, don’t
leave the space dirtier than you found it.
Also be mindful of the fact that it is a
community space! Be mindful of the space
you are taking up, what you’re saying, what
you are writing, and what you’re doing. Be
respectful guys!
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Frolics - March 24th
(Thursday) 6:30 PM

Community!
Many SWS'ers have expressed feeling disconnected from the
community. Let’s work to rebuild it! Keira mentioned taking
advantage of the many board games in the Commons!
Another idea was to make use of the mailboxes on the
fourth floor. Both of these are great ways to get to know
people! Also, don’t be afraid to just strike up a
conversation! Wave at people and actively seek to create
bonds with one another! People can be intimidating and
conversation can be daunting, but a lot of kids are just as
eager to get to know others!

WHAT'S UP ON
THE 4TH FLOOR?
Compiled by Lina Chang
and Michael Soares

We had another spectacular Lounge Show on
the fifteenth! The night was full of vibrant
energy and dazzling performances, with
Caelum as the emcee for the night! Here are
the highlights:

A fantastic rendition of “Welcome to
the Internet” by Bo Burnham,
performed by SWS’ very own Joe Viola!
Joe’s dramatic act captivated the
audience with his uncanny ability to
capture the theatrics of Bo Burnham
himself! If you never miss a lounge
show, there’s actually a 100%
guarantee that you will also never
miss a Bo performance by Joe! Trust
the science!
John’s electrifying performance of “Girls Just
Want To Have Fun” by Cyndi Lauper had the
whole room clapping and dancing along! The
true star of the show though, of course, was
John’s beautiful pink wig: Nancy!

The main feature of the night: Noah’s
original piece: “Booty So Flat,” was
outstanding! Noah’s anthem properly
celebrated having a flat ass with the aid of
his featuring dancers: John, Sarah, Caelum,
and Emma. Though, by the end of the
performance, we were all back up dancers.
Fantastic Job Noah!

The night mellowed out with
an incredible performance
from Redberry with Nick on
the bass, Madhav on the
electric guitar, and Daniel on
the drums. Per usual, they
were phenomenal with
Madhav’s incredible solo on
the electric!
The lounge show came to a
close with an impromptu
karaoke session that had the
whole room singing and
dancing along to hits like
“Teenage Dream”, “Call me
Maybe”, and “We Don’t Talk
About Bruno”!

